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by collapse and sediment infill. Source:
abstract to paper “Cave Development
on the Caribbean coast of the Yucatan
Peninsula, Quintana Roo, Mexico,” by
Peter L. Smart, Patricia A. Beddows,
Jim Coke, Stefan Doerr, Samantha
Smith, and Fiona F. Whitaker in Per-
spectives on karst geomorphology, hy-
drology, and geochemistry—A tribute
volume to Derek C. Ford and William
B. White, edited by R. S. Harmon and
C. Wicks, Geological Society of
America Special Paper 404, pages 105–
128 (2006).

Spelunka 98 (2005), the magazine of
the Fédération Française de Spélélogie,
contains an article by Christian Thomas
summarizing ten years of French expe-
ditions to the Yucatan Peninsula, mainly
cave-diving in Quintana Roo. Unfortu-
nately, the many maps of underwater
caves are printed much reduced and in
color, and they resist reprinting. See
also pages 10 and 11 in “Mexico News”
in AMCS Activities Newsletter 28.

In addition to the report on surface
explorations and cave diving that is
summarized in the article on the Sian
Ka’an underwater caves in this issue,
the full report of the Ox Bel Ha Water
Protection Project from November
2005 through June 2006 contains a pre-
liminary report on detecting subsurface

conduits and measuring halocline depth
by electromagnetic surveys by Bibi
Neuman (bibi.neuman@gmail.com)
and Malene Rahbek malene.rahbek@
gmail.com) of the Technical University
of Denmark. It also contains a 28-page
paper “Reporte Preliminar sobre la
Hidrodinámica del Sistema de Cuevas
de Caapechen en la Reserva de la
Biosfera de Sian Ka’an,” by Guadalupe
Veláquez Oliman (gvogeoh@cicy.mx)
and Rosa Maria Leal Bautista (rleal@
cicy.mx) of the Centro para el Estudio
del Agua. The paper reports results of
the water data collected in caves of
Luguna Caapachen during the pro-
ject. The full report is a 12 MB PDF
file at www.cindaq.org/reports/
finalreport.pdf.

Some outline-form dive reports from
the above project are at www.gue.com/
Expeditions/Mexico/Reports. These
duplicate information that is in the full
project report, but there are also a few
reports of other dives in the vicinity and
some line maps of underwater caves.

Mexico City, April 10 (Xinhua)—
Mexican archaeologists found remains
of two women and a man that can be
traced to more than 10,000 years ago
in the Maya area of Tulum, Mexico’s
National Anthropology and History In-
stitute said in a statement on Tuesday.
The remains were being examined by
laboratories in Britain, the United
States, and Mexico, all of which had
said that the remains were of people
between 10,000 and 14,000 years ago,
said Carmen Rojas, an archaeologist

quoted in the statement. “This makes
southeastern Mexico one of the few
areas with a proven prehistoric presence
in America,” said Rojas.

The remains were found in Las
Palmas, El Templo, and Naharon
caves, in an area previously thought to
be uninhabited. They are not Maya,
because they do not have the classic
Maya skull deformation.

The woman found in Naharon, 368
meters from its entrance and 22.6
meters underground, was 1.41 meter
tall, weighed around 53 kilograms, and
was between twenty and thirty years old
when she died. The woman found in Las
Palmas cave was between forty-four
and fifty when she died. The body found
in El Templo cave was a man aged be-
tween 25 and 30. His body was the least
well preserved, because it had been
eroded and most of its organic material
was gone.

Archaeologists have worked since
2002 to exhume the bodies from under-
water caverns, said the statement. In the
past, the region was dry, but the caves
were flooded in the last thaw of the
Pleistocene ice age, it said. Archaeo-
logical finds showed the region was
probably used as a refuge and a grave-
yard, said the institute. The archaeolo-
gists also found campfire remains.
Source: April 11, 2007, dispatch from
the Chinese new agency Xinhua at
news.xinhuanet.com/english/2007-04/
11/content_5962115.htm. Note that, as
one expects from press reports, this may
be misleading or inaccurate in part. It
is not clear how recent all of these finds
are. Some human remains and old

Diver Per Thomsen tows the
Hydrolab in Entrada Caapechen.
Daniel Riordan.
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